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Signifioa&ee of the Study
Ada S. HeKinley Community House of Chioago, Illinois« located at lOO
East 34th Street in the Douglas Community^ is in an area in which oonsider-
able blight exists. As a result of this, private expansion programs and
public projeets have been introduced on a large soale as means of reclaiming
the sirea. The Douglas Comraxinity is in the near south side of Chicago, and
extends fron Twenty-sixth street south of the dcerntown loop district to
south Thirty-ninth Street) from the Lake shore on the east to Federal Street
as the west boixndary line.
Staff and workers of Ada S. McKinley Community House, over the past
few years, have had to expand program emphasis to include the usual grou^
work function, and community organisation implications arising out of the
many problems emerging from slum olearanoe and urban redevelopment. In at¬
tempting to define the role of this group work agency in the community, one
agency person expressed the view that "the agency is called upon to be all
thing a to all people.In connection with this viewpoint, agency staff and
workers have spent much time in attes^ting to think through a significant
program which might alleviate some of the serious effects of sIud clearance
upon the community.
Disintegration of well-entrenched and socially-adjusted groups; the
corruption of organised community life with loss of leadership; apprehension,
engendered because of lack of knowledge of the extensiveness of redevelop-
^Annual Report of the Ada S. McKinley Community House (Ada S. McKinley
Commmity House publication), Chicago, Illinois, 1950.
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mertb irere major problems* Of eqxial Importanoe to these major sooial prob¬
lems were physical problems created because of the relaxation of city ser-
-viees for protection against health, fire, and other safety hasards. Relo¬
cation introduced problans of major proportions since many of the residents
by right of economic qualifications should have gone into public housing.
The public redevelopment program did include approved provisions for new
hoTising for low income families and nine relocation sites were selected as
reported in 1949.^ However, federal governnent retrenchment in provisions
for public housing undermined these plans considerably.
Techniques and methods of acquisition of the individual's property sug¬
gested chicanery and created multiple hardships for property owners forced
to sell and unable to buy elseidiere immediately. Many sooial agencies were
transferring their services further south, while others were waiting until
the community could show some degree of stability. Because there was such
uncertainty, large numbers of residents had become frightened; others had
lost interest in the neighborhood and wished to leave, though no redevelop¬
ment plans existed for their areas at the t5me.2
The many problems in the community have made mai^ studies necessary.
In 1953, a former field worlc student of the Atlanta Ibaiversity School of
Social Work made a study of the teen age program at Ada S. McKinley House
to ascertain how well the needs of ^he younger persons were being met in a
eonmunity undergoing disruptive sooial changes.^
Redevelopment Project Hunber 1 (Chicago Land Clearance Coouiission pub¬
lication), Chicago Land Clecurance Commission, Chicago, Illinois, 1949, p. 19.
Rllsworth Shephard, "A Year of Srcwth" (Ada S. McKinley Community
House), Chicago, Illinois,.1953, p. 26.
Arthur T. Owens, "A Study of the Teen Age Program at Ada S. McKinley
Community House, Chicago, Illinois’* (Unpublished Master's thesis. School of
Sooial Work, Atlanta University, 1953), p. 9.
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The nr iter had the opportunity to perform a six months' field nork
assignment in the Community Organization Department of this agency, nhioh
had been recently established in order to meet the changing needs of the
consmunity. It nas while functioning in this department that the writer re¬
ceived the responsibilities for assisting in the developnent of oommimlty
organization activities with groups which might aid in meeting scane of their
needs of adjustment. The writer similarly performed field work in the de¬
partment and his interest was stimtalated to undextake a study of the e<M-
munity work aspects.
Purpose of the Study
This study was undertakent (1) To ascertain the assets and liabilities
of efforts engaged in and sponsored by Ada S. McKinley Community House in
its attempts ia organizing a disintegrating community} (2) it was also de¬
signed to present a picture of the social, physical, and economic setting
of the oommxmity} (3) to show that the effects of oommtmity problems re¬
sulting trasL slum clearanoe and urban redevelopsent upon the population
were of major importance} and (4) to describe the eommunity organization
process which McKinley Community House has activated in the Douglas Com¬
munity. This last purpose included attsmpts to indicate the application of
aooepted conomunity organization methods, techniques, tools, and skills in
program and the results of these.
The writer hopes that this information will be useful in general com¬
munity organization practice} and that certain performances can be classified
for general social work application.
Method of Procedure
Data for the study consisted of isaformation gained from schedules in
which fifty adults were selected on a random basis from members and
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registered eonstituents of organisations sponsored by the McKinley CooB&unity
House. These persons ivere eonsidered a representative sample of the total
limber of participants in the adult organizations. The schedule vras de¬
signed to ascertain the opinions of these persons regarding oommunity disor¬
ganization, the persistenb oominunity problems existing at the outset and
presently, and the scale'of importance. The schedule vras also directed
tonrards determining the outside organizations these persons belonged to be¬
fore and subsequent to McKinley Ccmmunity House organization programs;
their contributions to social action efforts within the agency-sponsored
organizations, their present attitudes, and future outlook for the ccmmunity.
Historical data were taken from the files of the McKinley Community
Home and Illinois Instltube of Technology; extracts of minutes of agency-
sponsored organizations; records of conferences, interviews, and corres¬
pondence maintained by organizations. Publications by private and public
redevelopment agencies in the city were consulted and analyzed. State as¬
sembly bills on housing were examined. The writer's personal performance,
analysis and interpretation of previous actions in combination with the
above lead him to arrive at the conclusions presented.
Scope and Limitations
Though the Douglas Community was the general perspective of this study,
naturally efforts at organization by the agency had not reached the entire
area. Therefore, organization efforts viewed in terms of physical achieve¬
ments were an enlarged concentric area of McKinley Community House. The
sampling, the writer believed, though limited, typified the average resident
of the Douglas Community in terms of individual effects from recent harsh
social impacts, problems arising oxit of these disturbances, and the common
need for unity. The writer felt that coupled with limited experience, a
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«ix monbh’e period was inadequate to perform a study with justice to all its
signifioant aspeots.
Ada S. McKinley Community House and McKinley House represent the same
institution. The Douglas area, or Aiea#35 refers to the community in
which redevelopment was taking place. Private redevelopment and slum
clearance refer to a joint redevelopment program hy a private person or
enterprise and city public agencies.
CHAPIEE II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTIHG OF DOUGLAS AREA
Density in the Area
Nineteen census tracts comprised the Douglas Community; the idiole of
whioh -iras classified as slxois in the oity of Chicago's near south side.
This area had e3q;>anded from less than one dozen homes south of Twelfth
Street in 1862 to one of 17,010 dwelling units prior to 1920.^
Migration and conversions.—-By 1900, the Douglas Area had reached a
residential peak in terms of desirability for first settlers. At that time,
the industrial and commercial growth of the city required room to ejcpand.
The first Negro residents of Chicago had settled near the downtown area
surrounding the Chicago Loop, in conjunction with the oonmeroial and indus¬
trial expansion, the huge infltnc of Negroes to the oity following Hbrld NPar I
OTerflowed the loop area and gradually settled near Douglas. A brewery,
along with lighb manufacturing south of Twenty-sixbh Street,was a forerunner
of the general pattern at present.
Demand for labor during Tor Id Tar I, caused the previous population of
1910 to become more than doubled, and by 1920 the Negro had settled as far
south as the boxmdary at Thirty-ninth Street.
With a population of 50,285 in 1930, which represented a 15 per cent
increase for Negro residents over the figures for 1920, conversions of in¬
teriors into "kitchenettes” on a large soale was practiced in order to meet
the increasing housing demands. By 1939, one-third of all structures in
the Douglas Area had been converted according to a Land Use Siurvey.^ No
i
P. M. Hauser and B. M. Kitagawa, Local Community Fact Book for Chicago




new buildings were being eonetruoted on open lots, or to replace dilapi¬
dated or worn out struotures. One year later, in 1940, the oensus revealed
a 5 per oent increase in population over the ten year period to 53,124.
Kinety-four per oent of this nunber were Negro residents. In 1950, popula¬
tion had increased by 48 per oent, with a total of 78,745 persons according
to the 1950 oensus. The migration status, for one year alone from 1949 to
1950, of Negroes stood at near 2 per oent of 72,030 persoits one yecur old
and older reported in residence.^ Regairding density the Welfare Council of
Metropolitan Chicago reported!
In 1950 its population density per square mile was 59,521 as com¬
pared with 40,088 in 1940. For purposes of eomparisons the density
of Chicago as a whole in 1950 was 27,062 persons per square mile . • .
in an area of less than one quarter sqmre mile there lived in 1950,
18,926 persons or a density in excess of 75,000 persons per square
mile.2
Of a total of 21,272 dwelling units in Douglas, there were only 1,785
oeoupied by owners. Of 17,951 dwelling units rented by Negroes, a median
rent of |35.98 per month was paid before rent oontrols were lifted, when
rent prices in a few instances reported to the writer were increased 100
per oent.3
Overerowding existed in the areat
The oensus bureau considers all dwelliiig units with 1.51 persons
or more per room as overcrowded. Applying this standard to Cmnmunity
Area ^5. we find that one out of every foxir dwelling units were over¬
crowded.^
Actually 6,107 of the total dwelling units were overcrowded according
^Ibid., p. 148.
William Bacon, "Commtmity Area #35, Douglas" (Welfare Council, Metro¬
politan Chicago, September, 1952), p. 3. (Mimeographed.)
^Statement by Mrs. Katie Jiinior, Resident, State Street, Chicago,
Illinois, personal interview, January, 1954.
William Bacon, 0£. oit.
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to reports in 1950.^
Conversion of many individual structures into kitohenettes created
sooial problems diffiotilt to resolve. Private baths designed for a speoifio
family unit served several families. The extent mas that two of every three
dwelling units had community baths in 1951. One-third of the units were re-
ported without running water
Heating.—To the general problem of heating* conversions of old build¬
ings brought added distress. Of 20*445 units in Douglas* 4*275 were without
oentral heating in 1950* and 265 units were entirely without heat. Added to
this were the hazards due to the use of inflammable material in conversions
suoh as plywood walls with pipes from coal and oil heated stoves projecting
through these improvised units. There was also a problem of designing two-
way emergenoy exits for occupants since many newly-constructed barriers
closed off hallways to provide more rexisal space. In the light of these
conditions there was always the possibility of tragedies duplicating the
Labor Day tenement fire in 1953* in which eighteen trapped persons lost
their lives.
Some Results Attributed to Blight
The Chicago Land Clearance Commission has defined a blighted area as
one in which*
(1) Fifty per cent of the residential structures were built before 1895.
(2) Fifty per cent or more of the dwellings are substandard.
(3) Twezxty per cent or more of the dwelling units were located in
struotrs'es in need of major repairs or unfit for \»e.
^P. M. Hauser and B. M. Kitagaira., o£. cit.* p. 147.
William Bacon, o£. cit.
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(4) Fifty per eent of the net land area, excluding streets, irere resi¬
dential.
In the area of jurenile delinquency in the oonmiinity the following dis-
ooveries were made} In terns of referrals to family court, Douglas Community
was said to have the third highest nianber, though there were thirteen larger
communities. It was reported to be third in the city in terms of frequency
in crime delinquency, with drunkenness and assault some of the dominanb
types of behavior.^ The Chioago Land Clearance Commission reported for
Project Nianber 1 that the rate of juvenile delinquenoy from 1934 to 1940 was
22.4 per 100 male juveniles.^ Some vital statistics of the area showed}
The infant mortality (deaths per 1,000 live births) in 1951 was 54 per cent
higher than for the city as a whole. Above 11 per cent of the maternal
deaths for the city were mothers in the Douglas area. The case rate of
tuberoulosis (per 100,000 population) was, in 1951, 2.9 higher than for the
remainder of Chicago.^
Racial tensions.—A review of recent social legislation would possibly
provide some answers to certain questions in refermaoe to social and politi¬
cal facts, contravening efforts of the community to overflow mturally into
periphcn'al areas, thereby relieving population pressures. The supreme court
ruled against race restrictive eovenants in May 1948. For somettue before,
bub largely since then, it was estimated that more than 30,000 families
gradually merged into a conflicting city pcpulation pattern, but net witheut
instSLnees of displaced violence, or intense hostilities inherent of such and
Redevelopment Project Nimber 6 (Chicago Land Clearance Commission pub¬
lication), Chioago Land Clearance Commission, March, 1953, p. 11.
Rilliam Bacon, op. oit., p. 4.
g
Redevelopment Project Nmber 1, 1949, 0£. eit., p. 30.
Rrilliam Bacon, op. eit., p. 3.
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vith threat to life* The Chicago Public Housing Authority experienced dif¬
ficulty in recent attempts to folloir literally section 128 (k) of the
Criminal Code of Illinois, irhich guarantees accommodation rights irrespeo-
tire of race, in federal, state, and mvtnloipally-administered facilities.
Four of Chicago’s twenty public housing projects were built prior to World
War II and were "lily white." In July of 1953, when the Chicago Housing
Authority attempted racial IxAegration in one of these, eleven hundred
policemen were initially used to quell near riots, and above 200 were main¬
tained on twenty-four hour duty to protect lives and property. This inci¬
dent was still alive in the eeurly part of 1954 when the writer's block
placement was ended.^
Education and Bnplojnient in the Area
Conoomitazrt with Idle low levds of educatimwere similar levels of em¬
ployment in this community. Of 43,225 persons contacted in 1950 in Douglas
area, who were twenty-five years old and over, 1,165 had no schooling.
Only 670 non-whites in the area had four year college treiining in 1950, and
the mediein school years found in that year for the community were 8.2. Of
the Negro worker classification, 89 per cent reported private wages and
salaries. Of 26,016 workers, less than one per cent were employed in pro-
fessioiml, technical, and related work. Eighteen per eent of the nunber re-
portii^ occupations were laborers. An outstanding fact was that of 26,043
workers in industrial classifications, only 843, or less than one per cent
were engaged in construction in 1950 with private institutional construction
already undeiway, and more to come.2
^Information on New Migration" (Chicago, Illinois, Commission on Htman
Helations., (n.d.), p. 2. (Mimeographed.)
2
P* Me Hauser and E. M* Kitagava, op# oit«^ pp. 148**149.
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Ipoopie»»~.Hotabl» figvu'es thou^t to reflect a community’s inability to
maintain the simple standards of urban living were released figures on in¬
come of Douglas wirea families for the year 1949. Of 27,660 non-white
families and umrelated individuals those earning less than $500 per year
were 20.9 per cent} those earning less than |1,000 nuabered 43.2 per cent,
and those earning less than $1,500 per year nunbered 53.2 per cent of tiiis
total. Even with the median inoome of $1,730 per year, and a median rent
cost of $35.98 per month, the average family dweller was paying 24 per cent
plus of annual median income for rent alone.^
Approaehes to Eliminate Blight
Until recent federal and state enabling legislation was passed, aimed
at checking and in more extreme eases eradication of blight, no large scale
reclamation was undertaken in the Douglas Community under the powers of
eminent domain.
There have been three types of large scale redevelopment programs be¬
gun in Douglas Ccmmimity since 1941. The first was the construction of the
Ida B. Wells public housing project by the Chicago Eovising Authority. This
covered 64 acres and was designed for hoxising low income families.^
Private expansion.—Subsequent to the public housing program in the
area was a second type, the private ej^ansions of institutions within the
community. The Illinois Institute of Technology began a projected enlarge¬
ment of its campus facilities to cover lOO acres at an approximate cost of
27.5 million dollars. Eear the close of World Whr II the Michael Beese
Hospital began plans for enlargement, estimated in 1949 to oost eventually
Project Number 1, 1949, op. oit., p. 17
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5 million dollars. On a muoh smaller scale, bub proportionately as dis¬
ruptive, were building plans of the Board of Eduoation and a private high
school in the eanm\mity.^
The South Side Planning Bocurd was created in 1946 to give organization
to the larger institutions’ expansion plans and at the same time give help
to the general oonmunity in planning for eradication of the aims* The
board was a eommimity organization effort initially sponsored by the Illinois
Institute and the Mlohael Reese Hospital. It was a non-partisan organiza¬
tion, and was not designed for profit making, nor to engage in actual bvilld-
ing oonstruotlon. Its primary funotion was to blueprint a new south side
through basic research, appraisals, plannings, and reports to the people.
One phase ef the board’s policy which was not utilized by the oitizens wast
For example groups of ten or more home owners will be assisted in
making application to the Land Clearance Commission to designate land
for private homes in lot sizes equivalent to those lost by eondemna-
tion, and under eirounstances favorable to home oonstruotlon.^
The Illinois Institute of Technology had begim its expansion program
from an Initial seven acres as early as 1941. The enlargement of the school
has been on land purchased on private negotiation bails. Thou^ the build¬
ing program was eartailed during World War II, one of the Institute’s pur-
ehases in 1941, the Ueeoa building, was not eompletely vacated by tenants
until 1950. This was evidence of an affirmed policy ef fair play in eom-
munity redevelopment with the least creation of hardships.
Uiohael Reese Hospital began development east of Cottage Grove Avenue
from Twenty-eighth Street as the north boundary line ta ihirty-first Street
south} Lake Park on the east to South Park Way as the west boimdary. Upon
^Ibid.
^enry T. Heald, "A Statement of Polioy" (Chicago, Illinois, South
Side Planning Board., (n.d.), p. 2. (ulmeographed.)
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eompletion, this project will adjoin the New York Life Insurance Company's
redeTelopmert "Lake Meadows" making one contiguous rebuilt oommunity. The
hospital also was inberested in a coordinated program of institutional de-
Telopnent and row type homes for employees on a anall pcurt of the land to
be undertaken by The Chicago Dwellings Association, a non-profit agency
sponsoring housing for middle income groups.^
Slum Clearanoe and Urban Redevelop&enb
A third type of redevelopment, to be done jointly by public agency eind
private enterprise, was introduced after enabling state legislation was
passed in 1947.
Illinois housing legislation.—One of the earlier enabling state
legislative acts directed towards eradication of blight was the Neighbor¬
hood Redevdopment Act of 1941. This Aet, however, was never used.^
In 1947, study and program evolved by the Chicago mayor's committee
on Housing Action resulted in passage the state assembly of the Blighted
Areas Redevelopment Aet in that same year. Provisions therein authorised
creation of the Chicago Land Clearazme Commission. Through this agency,
large tracts of slums were to be purohased, eleared, and through the appli¬
cation of certain write down features, resold to private redevelopers at
"land use" cost. This featuire was not intended to write down land eost
itself, but to wipe ourt worn out, unhealthful structures.® Oversimplified
by this example, it is comparable to buying land with housing thereupon for
^epoii; to Chicagoans 1947-1952, Chicago, Illinois, (Chicago Land
Clearanoe Commission publication), p. 20.
2n"The Urban Commuinity Conservation Act—The Background, Purposes ax^
Utilisation" (Chicago, Illinois Metropolitan Housing and planning Council,
Aug., 1953), p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
3
Revevelopment Project Ntanber 1, 1949, eit., p. 24.
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IlfOOO.OO, removing the structure end thereby reducing the land value to
|200*00* Public funds would be used to subsidize the $800.00 differential.
It is also under this bill that other proposed slum elearanoe in Douglas
Commvinlty would be expected to be materialized. Another project. Number 6,
still in the planning stage in early 1954, was to include 148 aores, and
was in 1963 expected to dislocate 2,307 families of the area.^
It was under the authority of the above legislation that Project Num**
ber 1, consisting of 101 aores, from Thirty-first Street, as the north
boundary, to Thirty-fifth Street South} the Illinois Central Railroad on
the East to South Park Way, as the west boundsiry line, was seleoted. This
property was acquired, buildings demolished, and the land sold to the New
York Life Insurance Company as the private redeveloper.
Private redevelopers, under the provisions of the blighted areas re¬
development bill, would be required to submit plans for the rebuilt surea in
conformity with over-all eity plans, and with regard for regulations of
both state and Federal hoxising authorities. One of the specifications for
redevelopment: of a cleared project was new housing.
Some of the subsequent legislation providing conservation features was
not considered applioable to the Douglas Area; therefore, no mention will
be made of it here. However, a recent Illinois State Bill, nunber 627,
amending the 1941 Neighborhood Redevelopment Act to permit private rede¬
velopment, or corporations of citizen owners to conserve or rehabilitate
their properties, in both conservation and redevelopment areas, in small
parcels under Section 24 was deemed important. Subsequent reference to this
bill will be made by the writer.
^"Redevelopment Project Number 6," (Chicago, Illinois, Chicago Land
Clearance Commission publication, llareh, 1953), p. 12.
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Lakg Meadows,—The New York Life Instiraiioe Company had agreed to rede-
Tolop project nvstiber 1 with high rise apartment buildings sufficient to
house 7,000 persons.^ This rederelopnient, which later became known as Lake
Meadows, had the distinction of being the first joint undertaking of both
city, state and federal public agencies with private enterprise to clear
sluns and.privately redevelop a new community.
Several years of plaming had gone into the program before the ground
breaking ceremonies on February 18, 1952. Plans of local Negro insurance
companies with previously expressed intentions to erect row type homes on a
small portion of the area failed to materialise as redevelopment progressed.
Clearance of most of Idie land had been aooomplished by the end of 1952 but
was retarded by diffioulties involved in relocation. In theory there were
m
those who felt that the displaced residents would be given priority as
tenant returneest
ISiile the oonmission has never eome right out and said Lake
Meadows is being built primarily for Negro families, the eontraet
between New York Life and the o<»imission contains this clear out
provisions 'First preference for ooo\q>anoy of the dwelling units
shall be for families now residlng'Within the site of redevelopment
project number 1.^
The writer was given the following rental scale by the management in
one of the completed apartment buildings dviring a telephone conversation in
November 1953$
2 Rooms at | 74.00 to | 85.00 (Reccmmezkled for single persons)
^ Ro<»i8 at 84.00 to 100.00 (Recommended for man and wife)
^ Booms at 116.00 to 145.00 (Reconmended for man, wife aikl child)^
Report to Chicagoans 1947-1952, op. cit., p. 11.
^ew Life for a Sick Heart I (Chicago, Illinois, Chicago Land
Clearance Commission publication), Septmnber, 1952, p. 5.
^Statement Rental Management, Lake Meadows Apartments, Chicago,
Illinois, Inteiview, November, 1953.
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If the ffiedien inoome of the Douglas CoDmunlty employees of |1*7S0.00
per year Is taken into eonslderation, and an analysis is made of a oon-
trasting point of 'view oonbained in the following statement, a more praoti-
eal expectation seams indicated}
The Lake Meadows project and the expansion of both Michael Eeese
Hospital and the Illinois ^stitute of Technologywill bring to the
area a higher Income group replacing a substantial nmber of low In¬
come fanilies who have been or will be forced out of the area by re¬
development. Dp to the present time, the area has been overwhelmingly
Megro in eompositlon (94^ in 1950). It may be antioipated that a
substantial ntmber of white people will move into the area.^
Some Community Problems Incidental to Redevelopment
Of the nismerous problems incidental to redevelopment facing the af¬
fected population, that of relocation was possibly the most intensely felt.
Owing the six months the writer spent in the eommunity, it was his oppor¬
tunity to view the evictions and demolition on a two block site approved
for a new public high school. The city board of education had earlier re¬
fused to teike any responsibility for helping to relocate the persons to be
displaced by this development.^ Harassing techniques, such as shutting off
water aikl gas were used to facilitate evictions by the Board of Education
at 3009 South Calxmet Street in September, 1953.^
Hon-availability of shelter.--There was real evidence of the highly
disproportionate ratio of persons to be housed to displacements based on
ability to pay private rentals. Only 25 per cent of the displacements from
project, nunber 1 were relocated in public honsingi yet 56 per cent of 27,560
William Bacon, 0£. cit., p. 1,
9
Letter from Board of Education (Chicago Public School System, Chicago,
Illinois, J\ine, 1953).
^The Chicago Sun Times, September 6, 1953, p, 8
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reported family inoomes in the Douglas Area were below $2,000 per year.^
A ririd illustration of the dearth of aTailable rertal housing for
Negroes was noted in the July issue of "Today" published by the Chicago
Housing Authori-ty. It was found, through a newspaper siirvey of 5,000 units
adyertii^ed over a three month period, a two-bedroom apartment rented for an
average of $105.00 per month; and for units of four roans the rent was
$132.00 per month. Only 18 units advertised per week eost slightly less
than $100.00 per month for a fanily of four. Above 60 per oent of all the
units advertised were in the north-west section of the city and least avail¬
able to Negro families. Only 10 per oent of the dwellings advertised were
in the south side. In attempting to equate the average rental of $105.00
per month with the average family ineome of $1,730 per year for the Douglas
Area, the family would be left to provide other needs out of a balanee of
only $470.00. A serious deoline was noted in the field of new rental oon-
struotion since 1950. "The sharp drop is noted by the fact that in 1952,
twenty-five per oent of all advertised units were in new buildings, but this
year the nunber has dropped to 6 per cent, and a third of these were outside
of the city,"2
Ownership problems.—For persons owning their homes, many bought on
oonbraot basis, the problem of trying to re-buy in a soaroe market was im¬
mense. Prices offered by the purohasers in project nimber 1 indicated that
no oonsideration was given for interior repairs, some running into thousands
of dollars often done as futile last minute endeavors to save the homes. The
preferred appraisal device, it seemed, was the "going rate" or prevailing
Report to Chicagoans 1947-1952, op. oit., p. 11.
"Uonthly Eepoxt Chicago Housing Axxthority" (Chicago, Illinois,
Chicago Housing Authority publication, July 1953), p. 10. (Mimeographed.)
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priea of property in suoh a neighborhood as esqplained to the writer a
Land Clearance ConimiBsion representative.^ The oases of contested appraisals
were all lost by plaintiffs according to the report of the oommission in
which it was saidt ’’the commission won all the oondennation eases contested
and heard by the end of the year.**^
Hardships created for the aged property owners were more acute in re¬
purchasing homes, if suoh could be found. More often than not the amount
received for property in Douglas Community beurely satisfied down payments
demanded in oldier sections. Added to this were the Impossible tasks of se¬
curing mortgage money for what lending agencies deaned to be insecure risks
in terms of age fmd Job security. The middle income families who did not
make enough to purchase new homes must continue to rent in a city found to
be sadly deficient in rent housing for Negroes.
Other problems .—Among other keenly felt problems was the one of in¬
adequate infomation. There were no attanpts made to disseminate knowledge
of the aotual plans for the remainder of the area} moreovex; many private
realtors began misinterpreting the plans of the redevelopment agencies
probably for personal benefits. The isolation prodtioed the redevelop¬
ment program was also expected to continue rather than lessen. The
Executive Director of McKinley CoBDiunity House expressed grave concern over
its impact and the expected spread he felt wovild result from the social,
economic, and cultural differences that exist between the new groups moving
into the area, and the original settlers unaffeoted by the present redevslop-
mis. ;
^Interview with E. Lillibridge (Chicago Land Clearance Commission,
Chicago, Illinois, January 12, 1954).
Report for 1950 (Chicago Land Clearance Commission publication),
Chicago Land Cleeuranoe Commission, 1950, p. 16.
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menfc program.^
The matter of school children transferring out of the area iras one of
oommon oonoern. This mas reported as resulting in ehildrens* failing to
pass on to the nsxi: grades because of the interruptions. Garbage oolleotions
became inoonstaixb; municipal housing and health oodes were relaxed 1^ those
responsible; polios protection mas reported relaxed to the exteiib people be-
oame fearful of menturing into the streets after dark. The people many
times expressed feelings that the city serrants failed to oare adeqtiately
for the oaomunity because it mas in a state of disintegration. They felt
too that city authorities mere overlooking the time it takas for redevelop¬
ment and itiat people affected by it nevertheless had to have oextain es¬
sentials for health and seifety.^
%illiam R. Hammond, "Background Coneerning a Proposal for the Rede¬
velopment of a Community Orgemisation Program in the Hear South Side."
(Chioago, Illinois, Ada S. McKinley Community House, 1952), p. 2. (Mimeo¬
graphed.)
2
"Reoommendations to Redevelopment Agenoies Active in the Douglas Area"
(Douglas Community Council, June 19S3), pp. 1-5.
CHAPTER III
CC6JMUNITT OPmOHS HIIOR AND SUBSEQUENT TO REDEVELOIMEHT
A Siirrey of Attitudes
The social and eeonomio conditions existing in Douglas Conmunity were
felt to .be causatIts factors, in part, for the gradual reduction of the
community to a blighted status. Added to this were the personal and com¬
munity problems inherent with redewelopnent. The writer felt that out of
these problems, attitxides and opinions had taken shape and were held by the
residents who, though unaffected by past redevelopment program, still re¬
main in the community subject to eventual displacanenb. VRiile the writer,
thro\igh his community contacts and program participation, was fully aware
of the feelings expressed by persons likewise engaged in organisation ac¬
tivities i he was not in possession of objective data by which he could de¬
termine the true impact disorganisation had had upon the residents and
whether agency activities were felt to be adequately meeting seme of the
needs of the community.
The schedule used by the writer was in part non-directive. A major
part of it utilised the enuaerative technique in order to arrive at more
direct measurement of such data as attendance in organisations, membership,
persistent ^oblems, and voluntary sejrvioes at the time of the interview.
Findings at the time of the interview still in sharp contrast were specific
deficiencies in organised life, such as affiliations with organisations out¬
side of agency sponsorship. Tables were provided for easy interpretation
of other aspects of the findings. However, some significant indications
which did not lend themselves readily to incorporation in tabulation were




The Initial doounented approaches, made by McKinley Community House
staff to the ocanmunlty in 1952 to ascertain the public's point of Tieir,
mere to fulfill the agency's need for knowledge in formulating a community
organisation program. At that time persons whose attitudes were sought eom-
prised oomraunlty lay leaders, politicians, public employees, clergymen, pub-
lio agencies, and private redevelopers. These persons were reported to have
expressed alarm at the state of community dissolution and talked favorably
concerning the potentials for an organised program for problems. However,
there were some itio did not feel the efforts worthy of personal support and
begged release from active participation.^ It was generally felt at the
time that the slm clearance progrera was inevltablej that since the initial
application of slum clearance legislation was in Douglas Area nothing could
be done about it| and, that all of the preseub disturbances were a part of
such a program. Therefore, no kind of resistance to the unjust features of
redevelopment would court anyway, and that the sooner it was over the
quicker the residential population could settle down again. Dinring this
time one disturbing discovery was that the redevelopment agencies, both
ptiblie and private, e:q>re8sed irritation with the idea and considered the
efforts to be a duplication of services they felt were being effectively
administered by the So^lbh Side Plannixig Board.^
The man of the streets was theoretically inclined to believe that the
area was being developed for white population groups. Groups who had or¬
ganised for a specific piarpose had become utterly confused as to just what
would give direotion to ai^ tmdertaking and had therefore become frustrated
^Ellsworth Shephard, op. eit., p. 6.
^Ibid.
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and eTenbually diasolred. The general opinion in and out of the eoiiintmity
was that attention would be more profitably focused elsenhere.
Opinions at the Time of the Survey
Some of the oonolusions drawn from the izxberviews were oonoerning the
problans of eyietion and relocation. Thirty-one and thirty-four, respeo^t
tively, of fifty persons interviewed, though none had been affected by
elearazioe of project nmber 1, ea^ressed concern with these. The problem
of rebuying property concerned twenty-one persons of the total; twenty-
three persons indicated that in the past and to some degree in eeurly 1954
non-adequate police protection was of major importeuaoe. Forty-three of the
total had managed to hold the opinion that something cotild be done to
cushion the shocks of redevelopaent if some reliable community resource
took responsibility for indicating the way. Only one person believed the
redevelopment agencies were doing an adequate job of meeting the needs of
the community people. One person too believed the problea belonged to the
churches, which for the most part had been unresponsive to what may have
been considered a lost cause. It was discovered throxagh the interviews that
the large majority believed cooperative efforts, sxish as those manifested by
organisations sponsored by McKinley Community House, were the only ways
which a positive program for the Douglas Community could be obtained. The
entire group expressed a willingness to become a part of such a dynamic
group by virtue of increased knowledge of what these organisations have as
their goals; what they have aooomplishsd thus far, and the potential power
the people represenfced based upon obser'vations of past action programs.
CHAPTER IV
AN ANALYSIS OP CCMMDNITY ORGANIZATION EFFORTS BY MCKINLEY HOUSE
Struoturo and Growth of Organisation in the Aroa
One of the first problems facing MoKinley Conmunity House in 1952 was
how to effeoti-vely orystallize the initial steps needed to begin a oaomunity
organization program. In order to be of ralue to the eommunity so overrun
with problems unresolved, suoh a program had to gear itself to the most
praotloal approach to be found. Staff was initially limited to the Execu¬
tive Direotor, whose administrative duties neoessarily ourtailed the time
he oould give, and an inbernee for one year from the Amerloan Society of
Friends.
After an analysis of the opinion study was made agency staff decided
that a suggested program oommitted to paper would be used as a springboard
for action. This outline defined the needs of the eommunity, and presented
a possible approach to some type of oommunity organization. These oirblines
were mailed to persons and agencies previously interviewed. This was a di¬
rect applieation of MoMillen*s three-pinrpose approach in building publio re¬
lations with organizations, agenoles, and personst To first "disseminate
facts" about the plan; to ereate, or 'Modify attitudes" about the plan; and
to "motivate active participation" in the plan.^
Mhile the agency's majcn* aim was in terms of some kind of organization
superstructure representative of the entire oommunity, there was the feeling
that oonctirrently a search should be made for any type of organized sub¬
groupings within the area. Time and limited staff did not permit thorough-




ness in this; htxt, there was eridenoe that few, if any, of liiese groups
existed, henoe a second obj eotiwe to aotivate some basio neighborhood or¬
ganisations was establi^ed. These subgroups would be attacking forces for
localized action and also tmdergird the broad ower-all community structvre
on a representative basis. Consequently, a plan for organizing the business
oimere in the community was carried on as a simultaneous project.^
In attempting to carry throu^ original plans for the larger community
organization, the staff worker later admitted that what was thox:)^t to be
the ideal ecmposition and direction for such a group at first was in viola¬
tion of certain fundamental principles. This plan was to Involve eommvinity
leaders preferably on the executive level ooxisisting of redevelopers, top
business and professional people, ministers and the like along with adequate
staff to Implement planning. This grot^q* would comprise a oam&unity Board
or Committee. After the fallacy was evident, the plan was abandoned in
favor of one to include participation, by total representation of all levels,
social and economic. In changing concepts, the staff worker had this to
sayi
However, it was soon evident to us that such a conmittee, rather
than represe^iig the people of the community, would 0080*0 them away
and only heighten their suspicions and fear ... whatever over-all
organization could be developed would have to be much closer to the
citizens of the community.^
f'
Business and Property Owners'Association
Parts of Thirty-first Street, Thirty-fifth Street^ and State Street
were the three main business sections of Douglas Community. Business condi¬
tions were reported to be very poor, and the area was in a filthy and




generally deteriorated state. The staff felt that here indiTidual problems,
if properly fitted izrbo a general frame, irould be of common eonoern to all
and vith a better ehanoe of resolution if emphasised properly. Several days
were spent talking to the people uhioh vas actually effectuating the princi¬
ple community organisation as stated by Lindeman that} "recognised and
defined there must be a consciousness of need."^ Interest among the business¬
men was repoited to vary troa exuberame to apathyt exuberance on the part
of the Kegro businessmen who were residents, and unconcern by the whites
interested merely to exploit the area financially as much as possible.^
Community welfare was seen as a generalised aim of such an organisation
with a e<nistruotive program for youth, and adults as well as the business
owners. Some \inmet needs of the community loosely defined were seen to in¬
clude} Controlling possible delinquency by providing employment after
school hours for youth; helping adults with budget making; maintaining
owner-business in the area, and enticing business flrcm the loop by improve-
meid: of shopping areas.
After several meetings of a small interested core group, a six-point
purpose defining the organisation's framework of action was adopted}
(1) To enoovrage and stimulate a sense of pride in the area anong
those who live and work here.
(2) To encourage local support of the businesses, practices and
standards among the local businessmen.
(3) To encourage and perpetuate good business practices and standards
among the local businessmen.
(4) To enoovrage and perpetuate high standards of property maintenance
and to encourage improvement where necessary.
(5) To encourage and perpetuate standcurds of conduct which will make
C. Lindeman, The Community (Hew York, 1921), p. 121.
Ellsworth Shephard, op, cit., p. 7.
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our ocnnmunity a safer and happier place in which to work and live.
(6) Realising that the youth of ov«r neighborhood will succeed us—a
f\irther purpose is to attempt to meet the needs of our youth in
whatever way that we can as a group, and to work with those es¬
tablished organizations in our area who function with a similar
purpose,^
Attendance at meetings unexpectedly began dropping off in early 1953, and
it became hard to determine whether the degree of disorganization in the
community was responsible, or whether things did not happen soon enough in
the organization. An opportunity appeared for a stimulus type project when
the Chicago Land Clearance Commission published in March, 1953 its plans for
clearance of Project Nmber 6, directly affecting a large peu-t of the
Association's following who had residence in this area. At the next meeting
a special committee was formed to study the anticipated effects of such a
program. Out of this study a cooperative effort to survey project number 6
area was decided upon by the Association and three other neighborhood organi¬
zations. The survey was designed to discover ownership and ownership's feel¬
ings regarding the pending clearance. This survey was carried through in
jTine, 1953 by the four organizations. In May, 1953, officers were in¬
stalled, but soon thereafter withdrawal of the staff worker became necessary
because of completed internship,^
Membership.—In September, 1953, the first five members were accepted
into the Association upon payment of fees of $5.00 each. The scope of mem¬
bership had at the outset been broadened to include property owners as well
as businessmen. Now the Association outlined its immediate program to em¬
phasize membership, and also study around redevelopment affecting a growing
constituency that began following the activities of the Association. In
Minutes of Business and Property Owner's Association (Ada S, McKinley
Commtmity House, Chicago, Illinois, January 13, 1953),
^Ibid., June 9, 1953,
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Implementing the first plan, a "good trill" thanksgiving dinner iras planned
for Novemher, 1953, and invitations sent to friends of existing membership.
This afforded opportunity for a fairly wide public relations program during
which the purposes of the Association were reviewed and interpreted. Twenty-
five persons became members on this occasion, and membership has been
steadily climbing since.^ In the field of public relations Baker and
Routzahn had this to sayt "In short range planning, try to make every pos¬
sible use of each event to bring in the maxirntm return in understanding and
good will,"2
In the survey conducted by the writer, it was found that twenty of the
fifty persons interviewed had attmided meetings held by the Association,
and eighteen of these persons belonged to this Organization whi<di now Imid
shifted its main emphasis to operation of services in the area of housing
problens facing membership and constituency.
Redevelopment of 6A.—At the November banquet in 1953, the Association
had a representative of the South Side Planning Board as guest speaker.
This person indicated that project 6A, extending from Twenty-ninth street
as the north boundary line to Thirty-first Street south} with the east
boundary on Michigan Avenue, and State Street as the west boundazy, was '
scheduled to be. cleared in 1954.^ A Catholic church head, whose church was
in the neighborhood, was said to be instrunental in having this area
established for redevelopnent.^ Supposedly, this emphasized a desire to
^Ibid,, November 10, 1953,
2
Helen Cody Baker, and Mary Swain Routzahn. How to Interpret Social
Welfare (New York, 1947), p. 131.
Minutes, 0£, cit., November 10, 1953,
4
Statement by Mr. Ira Bach, Executive Director, Chicago Land Clearance
Commission, Chicago, Illinois, persoml interview, February 15, 1954.
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enoourage family dwelling units in replaoemenb of multiple dwellings whioh
existed in the area. There was feeling expressed that individual family
dwelling tmits created a stronger sense of neighborhood unity and cohesion.
The president of the Association with a oaall committee had made what
might be called an opinion survey of the area. Almost all property owners
were located and the prevailing conditions discussed with them. Of special
note was the fact that some light industry was in the area and in fairly
good buildings. These persons expressed a desire to remain. Thotigh they
were invited by letter to all meetings concerning the area, they did not re¬
spond by attending, but promised any material support needed. This group
was looked i^on as a prevailing factor at all times since it could repre¬
sent a strong opposition to the proposed clearance if it chose to do so.
In following through on the initial information regarding redevelopment
of 6A, the Executive Committee seciired a resovirce person from the Chicago
Land Clearance Commission, which would be responsible for clearance if such
ixifomation were authentic, to speak at the January Assembly. In connection
with this a bilateral approach to whatever was revealed to be the course of
action to follow was planned. It was generally believed that appraisal in
Project Humber 1 had been grossly imfair and for that reason one direction
indicated the need to secure oampetent disinterested appraisers for the
Association members. These persons would come in and apprise the landlords
of the true value of their property thereby providing a basis for contrast
with the public agency appraisers. The other direction indicated private
redevelopment, if it were discovered that no plans by oittside agencies
existed for the area.
The Association was told by the speaker at the January meeting that
nothing could stop redevelopment at that time; that approval of the project
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had been made by oity eouneil and the State Housing Authority bixfc not the
federal authority. Therefore^ a small action eommittee was appointed to
study ways of defining and seeking ways to obviate the problems known to
accompany redevelopment.
Analysis and action.—An analysis of the factual problens known to
have confronted residents of Project Bunber 1, and some hu&an factors exist¬
ing at the time in Area 6A was made. Some of the disabling features among
property owners werst blindness, infirmity, and physical inability to work.
There were some residents beyond seventy years of age; and, not in the
least, there was the eviction of tenants into an already destitute housing
situation. T^on the advice of a lawyer present at the meeting, the committee
temporarily tabled plans for private appraisals, and attempted to synthesize
ways by which these anticipatory problms could best be met.
The committee decided to stand on a declared premise of what was called
progressive redevelopment and thought to be at least a mild buffer to the
anticipated shocks of slun. clearance. This kind of redevelopment would en¬
tail,
(1) Building on open land first
(2) Immediate restoratlma of demolished buildings
(3) Unequivocal priority to displaced persons to return as buyers or
renters•
(4) Payments in excess of "going rates" to the older residents and
those physically handicapped.
(5) A relocation office maintained and adequately staffed to facili¬
tate smooth transition to other areas.^
petition.—It was decided that the apparatus best suited to agitate
for these considerations would be an advisory board made up of representa-
^inufces of Special Committee, Business and Property Owner's Associa¬
tion (Ada S. HcEinley Community House, Chicago, Illinois, January 14, 1954).
so
tives from the Assoolatlon, the Land Clearance Commission, and both pro¬
fessional and community persons. As a more representative instrument of
oommunioation, the committee voted to draft nthe broad considerations sought
in petition form and to be signed by the reside]±s of 6A. The Association
was especially convened to act on this resolution and to ready it for
transferenoe to the Land Clearance Commission. Petitions were circulated
for one week by twexity*^o voltmteers, and upon completion bore the names
of all residents except ei^t according to volunteers* repozi:s. Two 6f
these refused to sign for fear that this was creating incriminating ciroum-
stanoes. Six could not be contacted.
Presentation of petition.— A delegation was appointed to deliver the
petition February 16, 1954. This delegation was cordially received by the
Land Clearance Commission, who questioned it around the general areas of
concern over redevelopment in the neighborhood, and the feasibility of such
an advisory committee. The Commission eventually agreed to the merit of the
proposal however, and also to send staff representation to any atxxiliary
body the Association was made responsible for structuring.
New redevelopment trends.—One of the more recent trends of redevelop¬
ment had centered around the possibility of construction on open land and
on land upon which the most dilapidated buildings, or buildings more than
50 per cent deteriorated, would be demolished. The better kept buildings
would be allowed to remain in the hands of existing ownership. There were
indications that discussions had been held around this on metropolitan
levels, and,during the week of Febrtmry 15-22, a city newspaper gave ac¬
counts that an attmnpt at this kind of redevelopment was being contemplated
by the Chicago Housing Authority in an area in the west side of the city.
In 6A, practically all of the property owned by residents was well kept
and seemed to reflect a sense of pride in possession. The delegation re-
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sponsible for liaison with the Land Clearanoe Commission met privately on
February 22 irhere it ivas decided to also request this speoial kind of rede-
Telopment of 6& from the Commission. This request was to be buttressed by
signattnres of all property owners in the area who desired to remain. Their
signatures would also express an intent either to maintain their property
at oity standards, or bring it to standards. Speoifioally the open land in
the area would be redeveloped, also that land whose owners were desirous of
selling, or who refused to honor the joint agreoaent to bring their homes
up to oity requirements. At the delegate meeting, Februairy 22, 1954, it
was eonoeded that if this proposition were rejected by the Commission, this
would be the first SAjor request for fhll analysis and interpretation to be
handed the new joint problem eonmittee \]pon its oomposition.
The Douglas CoBnunity Council
New approach.—Since planning in 1952 for a e cnmiunity^ide organiza¬
tion had neoessitated a shift of emphasis from a top level advisory eom-
mittee to full eoinnxmity representation, some new thinklng was given to
probable sthauli to channel thou^t around organization. The HoKinley
House staff fdt that suoh stimuli should be sponsored by a eommittee with
a well-known figrare at its head. A minister, who has since been elected to
a prominent national church office, .agreed to the merit of suoh a plan and
also to chair stich a group, in obnsequenoe, twenty-one persons from the
Community, and social agencies, including the Chicago Theban League, and
Grace Community Center, were organized as a steering oommlttee. This new
approach now embraced what Hester Graham Stall defines as the community
orgsinizatlon process} that of participation of groxips and individuals who
are concerned with a eoimnon problem and with a change developing in the
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\mderstanding of it, and the oapaolty to aot in relation to it*^
The agreement of the minister to fvirnish leadership to the group vas
never kept however, and initial leadership had to ecne from McKinley Cch&~
munity House staffAt the outset a great deal of time was needed in
initial meetings to fully interpret to other agenoies the altruistic motiva¬
tions of MoEinely House. There were some who felt that the ageney was
making enoroaehnents into the broader areas of welfare programming con¬
sidered to be the specialisation of others. This was to some extent anti-
eipated and therefore well met. Ray Johns and DeMarche had this to say
with reference to such relationshipst
Any sound planning in the ootmoil is voluntary* It is viewed as
a group which works at community problems by the conference method,
action depexids upon agreement among the mambers. This concept pre¬
sents certain dilemmas. It presupposes that all are men of good will
desirous of working together for the good of the community • • • How¬
ever ^ there are those too, who dare not be left out but idio come in
with serious reservations and possibly fear and insecurity.^
A working relationship did evolve, however, and the date for the first
public meeting was set for April 21, 1955. In a subsequent meeting of both
lay persons and the steering oonunittee, called to develop plans for the
meeting, the name "Douglas ConmiTinity Council" was decided upon as the
sponsoring organization.
In terms of realizing some immediate objectives, the meeting called
on Apr^ 21. was evaluated as a success. Representatives of outside
agencies were impressed by the large turn out and first contact with the
emotional feelings of residents concerning their problems. The residents
tester Graham Stall, "Are TTe Doing Community Organizationt" Community
Service, October, 1945.
Ellsworth Shephard, o£. olt», p. 16.
5
Ray Johns and David P. DeMarohe, Community Organization and Ageney
Responsibility (New Tork, 1951), p. 99.
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in turn were made oognlsant of -Hie Yalue of organisation first by the
hedging and indirect responses of the oubside agencies, and the positive
evidence of the organisation’s own joint action. A panel consisting of
persons representing agencies interested in redevelopment or expansion was
present except from the Michael Reese Hospital which refused to cooperate,^
The main address was on "The Trxith About Redevelopment in Doviglas."
Two other mass meetings followed this one during May and Jxme, 1953,
and,out of these, crystallization of plans to organize took the shape of
adopting the standard form of council structure—on a broad base of neighbor¬
hood organizations with representatives comprising the general council as¬
sembly. The purposes decided upon werei
(1) To coordinate and serve all grov^ in the area who are working
for community betterment
(2) To encourage help and promote our area toward a hi^er standard
of living for better homes and businesses.
(3) ^Through the cooperation of all member groups to render services
to the Douglas Community.®
A set of reoommendations was drawn up to be sent to the redevelopment
agencies} and a study of House Bill Ibmiber 609 also was made. This bill
woTild enable tenants to bring court proceedings against landlords for vio¬
lation of building codes. Since the organization had not fully decided upon
a partisan or non partisan attitude, no action was taken. Since the staff
person responsible for professional help also was preparing to leave there .
was no opportunity to crystallize a clear cut plan of action and pursue it
through committee work; nor was there opportunity to recruit membership, but
only through a further search for existing organizations to be conducted
^Ellsworth Shephard, 0£. oit., pp. 19-20.
2
Ibid., p. U., (Appendix).
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throughout the sumner. In oonsequenoe aotivities irere discontinued for the
months of July and August, 1953,
On September 17, 1953, another mass meeting was called under the au8»
pices of the Douglas Commtmity Council, This meeting was geared to mobili¬
zation for action following the Labor Day tragedy at 3616 State Street in
which eighteen persons lost their lives in a tenement fire. At this time
immediate plans were made to complete the council structure, and plan for
the future. Initially this was done by a planning eoDmittee appointed frimi
the body in September 1953, and which proposed the fonnatlon of two stand¬
ing committees—one on maabership, and one in the area of housing.
Membership.—Eleven persons became the first members of the council in
the fall of 1953. Hhile memberafhip primarily was to be drawn from sub
organizations, articles in by-laws on membership were rendered temporarily
Inoperative by resolution making provision for voting poirer on Individual
membership basis. This small beginning was a practical application of
Morgan's principle on building a couirailt that a ootmoil should concentrate
on a few individuals rather than try to form an organization with a large
nvmber of people. The idea should be first sold to those idio will devote
their time and efforts to its purpose.^ Since that time, membership has
grown steadily and the survey conducted by the writer in 1964 revealed that
thirty-five persons of the fifty interviewed had attended council meetings,
and fifteen of these fifty persons were members. Aside from individual mem¬
berships, anall organizations in the community such as the 29th and Indiana
Block Club, the Business and Property Owner's Association, and others have
become conscious of the council and have joined it.
^Arthur E, Morgan, The Small Community (Mew York, 1942), p, 160.
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planning and aotioa»—In order to get at planning on the neighborhood
level by oounoils there are several emphases pointed up. One ist
The nei^borhood oounoil might be oharaoterised as a "grass roots"
organization of people livirg in and or working in a limitsd geographir
oal area of the oity, for the ptorpose of appraising local needs and
developing resoxroes to meet them* Because these people are working
together to solve problems directly facing them, the neighborhood
oounoils differ from community welfare councils in program emphasis.
In tha first place the interest is focused on a single problem, or,
at most on a few problems.*^
Another is that "the function of the neighborhood council should be
community organization rather than the direot operation of services. It
should be a coordinating and planning function."^ A fusion of these' two
principles characterized the Douglas Community Council. Too, in Douglas
Comm\mlty there were relatively few public interest organizations to coordi¬
nate.
In the late fall of 1953, the Council accepted as its primary course
of action study and positive program in the broad area of housing and rede¬
velopment problems. This does not imply that the council's eyes were
closed to other problems of a direot menace to the community. But with a
reality intent as its main guide line, the oounoil chose to co-extend its
action in accordance with its growing understanding of the larger coDmunity,
and its membership growth and potentialities. Therefore, the oounoil
slightly turned at the very beginning from the accepted organizational pat¬
tern, and set up its of fioial working machinery in the committee on housing.
This committee was euqpeoted to set the standards for the council; to de¬
termine over-all council plans; to supply recommendations for enabling pro¬
cesses in every endeavor having to do with oounoil program, and to provide
^Ray Johns and David DeJlaroho, og^. oit., p. 108.
^Ibld.. p. 237.
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eduoation in the general program from ttae to time. This oommittee cm**
braoed that function whioh normally belongs to an exeeutiye oommittee. The
oounoil has no exouse to offer for this departure frcm the norm other than
its own uniqueness, representative in a disorganized oommunity lacking in
experienced indigenous leadership. It was therefore felt to be safest to
appoint: the strongest personnel to be found in a oommunity so lacking to the
oounoil *8 most important: oommittee re8ponsibility~that of housing and re^
developnent.
Though it appeared simple, the struoturing of this oommittee was no
easy task. Considerable search was done to oompose the oommittee with a
broad oommunity representation of lay persons of value both from a eon-
tributory point of view as well as sustained interest. Several speoial earn-
mittees were appointed and dissolved by the oounoil almost in totality but
each time retaining those who met the above requirements as basic core
groups for the new. A final struotxire of eitizens eager and detemined to
•attack the oxitstandii^ oonmunity problems eventually became the standing
oommittee on housing.
A eonmittee on member^ ip was appointed in September. Though ihe
oounoil*8 table of organization provides for fovir committees (standing) in
four speoifio welfare areas, the oounoil felt that insuffioient membership
strength would stirely jeopardize the effectiveness of a oommittee appointed
without an immediate purpose, or project. Morgan supports the validity of
this thinkings
It is sometimes unwise to have oonmittees on all phases of oom¬
munity life at one time. A oommittee should not be organized just for
the sake of having a ocnmiittee, but only if there is a definite need
for it. However, when some member or members have a definite interest
on whioh they wish to work a oommittee may well be provided for that
purpose.^
^Arthin* E. Morgan, op. oit«, p. 169.
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Eeoommeniaatlons»-”Tha housiiig oommittee offered four reoanmendatione
as basic program to the Ootober assembly of the oounoll to be selected on a
priority basis and Implemenbed* Generally outlined these weret
(1) A dwelling to be selected in the Community for rehabilitation on
a landlord*«tenant oooperatlire basis.
(2) That the oounoll stu^ city wide organisations seirving to ooordi*
nate neighborhood groups with like purposes and aims preparatory
to affiliation.
(3) In Tiew of housing and health hazards the council undertake the
publication of a pamphlet, fact sheet, or newsletter for eitizra
edueation.
(4) That the, housing oommittee be responsible for sponsoring programs
for council education.^
Out of this bo^ of proposals the oounoll generally felt action should
begin with eoomunity education and for that purpose preparation of a fact
sheet or council newsletter would be the priority project with the housing
committee responsible for the assignment. The major content of the first
Newsletter dealt with fire as the most destructive of the community hazards,
layout consisted mostly of fire safety rules selected from a nunber of
sources, simplified and condensed ixito such reminders ast; "Locate now the
nearest non-pay telephone to use in case of fire. You may not have the dime
when needed." Distribution was made just prior to Christmas of 1953 to
urge holiday precautions. Boy scoiits in the community cooperated in this
and copies went into areas selected by the oommittee for comprehensive dis¬
tribution. In the writer’s survey, it was found that twenty-eight persons
of the nimber interviewed reported having read this literature. This nmber
also reported that these reminders had alerted them to previously overlooked
hazards. As a public relations medium, as well as a sertioe project, the
Minutes of the Douglas Community Council (Ada S. SIcEinley Community
House, Chicago, Illinois, Ootober, 1953).
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eoxmoil saw positive response in isonediate inquiries into its purposes, as
well as new membership. These responses agreed with Morgeui^s critique for
ootinoil projects in whioh he stated that if one need is selected and met,
after a oommunity wide study or if work is begtm on some problem, however
small, in which tangible results can be seen the oounoil is in position to
command new respect,^
In Deoember, the housing oommittee then in final eomposition had en¬
larged its original scope as indioated in the nunber one reoominendation and
had begun to disouss the idea of eolleotively saving some larger part of
the oommunity rather than a single dwelling. Also in view of the total laok
of oonfidenoe in oommunity stability, it was agreed that finding an owner
with enough daring to remodel a single dwelling would be diffioult. In
oonsequenoe, the oommittee begem to look at reoent embling legislation for
rehabilitation. Though the oommittee did not have time to study fully an
Implementing program, it went on record in the regular Deoember meeting with
recommendations that a small section of the neighborhood be studied for pri¬
vate owner rehabilitation possibilities. This proposal was recommitted,
however, because the oommittee oould not oogently support its recommenda¬
tions for laok of adeqmte factual information. Reoommittment served a
dual purpose of also reminding the oommittee that inbensive study should go
into ai^ outlined program. This is supported by a principle given by Johns
and D^arohei
Any sound plemning must rest on factual information. One of the
tasks of the oounoil is the oonbinuous and systematic gathering of
faots about the oommunity, its needs, its seirvioes. These faots to
be of use must be analyzed, And their implioations for’ oommunity
planning identified.2
^Arthur Morgan, 0£. eit., p, 161.
^ay Johns and David P, DeMarohe, og^, oit., p. 98,
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Incorporated rehabllltation»—The oommittee began a oonprehenaiTe
gttidy of currently applicable Illinois State bills on rehabilitation. A
decision was made that State Senate Bill Number 627, Section Number 24 con¬
tained the most desirable features of rehabilitation on a minimum two
block basis by private home-oirners. This bill provided that if such re¬
habilitation was carried through cn an Incorporated basis, and the specifio
area elevated to city standards oonslstent -with a blueprint jplan accepted
by the city redevelopment commission beforehand a new classification would
remove it from a previously defined slm category and subsequent slm
clearance. Certain constitutional features remained to be tested in a
friendly suit scheduled for early 1954 in the courts. Sxich city services
as ligjhts and redeveloped streets were to be included in initial plaxis and
were to be installed at city expense.
The committee, affcer careful study, laid out a geographical area of
three blocks to be surveyed as a possible rehabilitation site. This was
selected on the basis of largest cammxmity-resident ownership} soundness of
buildings; location in an area non-committed at the thae to redevelopment,
and proximity to the new Lake Meadows project of hi^ rise apartment build¬
ings. This was also in keeping with one of Morgan's prinolplest "Limit the
scope of the project to that which can be well done. Expand as resources
and understanding permit.*^
The January council assembly accepted the recommendations in totality
and gave the housing oommittee the task of coordinating a survey team for
the initial study. In constructing the questionmire, the housing com¬
mittee tried to provide oxxly enotigh expression of attitude to indicate the
interest needed to support such an undertaking. Main emphasis was placed
^Arthur Morgan, cit., p, 162.
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on information needed to serve as basis for action and program, frhioh iras
to a large extent in terms of physical characteristics. Consequently, de¬
tails 'Uiat -would have provided deeper sociological understandings of the
area -were sacrificed for functional information easily obtained and analysed
by volxmteer persons. A housing subcommittee had already gone into the
area and made tabulation of addresses of all dwelling units. Blocks of nun-
bers were then correlated with naaes of residenbs known to volunteers which
gave a personalised touch to mailed publicity as well as facility. This
also gave the committee a broader control of the entire sxn'vey area in terms
of registerizig each schedule emd the known contacts made. Following orienta¬
tion of the interviewing team, the survey was Initiated January 30, 1954.
This however, followed an intensive program by letter -to each dwelling unit
in the survey area, and also newspaper coverage. The council's motive con¬
sistently expressed was a ei-vio desire to help with rehabilitation. The re¬
ception given this team was good even in the most sensitive areas of ques¬
tioning. Response in general was in keeping -with what Elwood Street defined
as the community organisation process} "Rhenever definite job assigments
are accepted by a group, a -worker ean feel some assurance that the process
of community organization has begun.
Implementation .—The housing committee in reporting to the February
Coimoil Assembly stated that interviews had been confined to property owners
and survey findixigs revealed that of 120 families svirveyed, only two ex¬
pressed a desire to leave the oommunity. This number comprised less than 1
per cent of -the number interviewed who said they would become a part of a
collective movement to rehabilitate and would gladly join any positive pro¬
gram aided by their own efforts to save the neighborhood. The committee
Elwood Street, Social Work Administration (New York, 1931), p. 82.
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suggested suooesslve steps for implementing the actions presently carried
through. One was that an appraisal team consisting of an architect, real
estate dealer, city building inspector, legal counsel, and a contractor be
secured to go throu^ the surveyed area either on a sample but preferably
on a total dwelling population basis to determine the needs for minimum city
standardisation. The Council at that time foresaw many nei^borhood prob¬
lems that would conbinually arise sudi as financing, clearing titles and
the like, and a planning committee composed of residents in the area was
seen as the vehicle to carry on this study. Since there was a backlog of
requests to repeat this precipitating action in other sections of the com¬
munity, this committee would release the council from concentrated attention
to a limited area of the conmunity. This was a practical application of com¬
munity organisation principle regarding the over-all scope of the nei^bor-
hood eotinoils
The progress of a neighborhood council should not be confined to
one interest. They should be concerned with the total field of wel¬
fare. mien councils become Interested in one project, eind one such
aim is accomplished, interest dies for the lack of a continuing pro¬
gram.1
For the Assembly meeting, the Committee had arranged program throu^
the Chicago Chapter of the imerioan Institute of Arohiteots. A local archi¬
tect addressed the body concerning those things that went into a planned re¬
habilitation program. Publicity had been heavily concentrated in the survey
area announcing the meeting and a large audience attended. A special com¬
mittee from the area was appointed and the council sent representatives
from the housing ocramittee to the first orientation meeting held February 24,
1954 as ex-officio associates to help with the initial planning. The coun¬
cil had expressly urged this e(mimittee to surround Itself with "committee
%ay Johns and Davis DeMarohe, o£. cit., p. 238.
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aasooiates" for the pusrpose of having aoxroes of teohnieal knowledge needed
in suoh an imdertaking. Support wae found for this procedure in the follow¬
ing*
In addition to members, a eommittee council may well provide for
^committee associates,' that is, persons who could be chosen by the
council as members of its committee because of their marked ability
and interest in some field.^
Coordination.—This special committee, though responsible to the coun¬
cil until dissolved, was to receive staff help from the Community Organiza¬
tion Secretary of the Chicago Urban League as a result of efforts of coor¬
dinating talents of local agencies made by the UcEinley House staff just be¬
fore the writer's field placement ended. The Urban League, Grace Community
Center, and McKinley Ccmmiimity House would occupy an advisory role to the
council and in this connection was to hold monthly plannlt^ sessions with
the council Executive Committee. This was for the purpose of program de¬
velopment and setting general council direction until the need no longer
existed, and the agencies could withdraw. "Coordixiation should be the in¬
telligent recognition of oossnon interests and objectives."^
Committee expansion.—The council has received its main support from
McKinley Community House in terms of finance and steiff service. Though mem¬
bership fees of both Individvials and organizations had slightly relieved
the financial pressure, the council was not yet in position to pay its way
entirely. For that reason a third eommittee on fl^ys and Means was struc¬
tured in February, 1954, which was to be professionally aided by a staff
person from Grace Community Center. This Committee developed a tentative
money-making proposal sutmitted to the February Coimoll assembly which was
adopted and was to be completed in April, 1954.
^Arthur Morgan, op. cit., p. 151.
^ay Johns and David DeMarche, 0£. cit., p, 236.
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Communleation, elty-^lde.—As the oounoil’s program became publicized,
invitations to ait in on city-wide meetings began to come in, especially
through the Association of Community Councils. Though the oovincil had not,
at the time, affiliated as a member with any city-wide group, its members,
especially those of the housing ccmmittee, were sent to the meetings on
delegate-observer basis. These representatives were in turn far better
qualified to enrich committee discussions thereafter as a result of these
visits. In pointing up this value, it has been saidt
Barriers to conmunioation must be broken down. Attitudes of con¬
cern for the welfare of the total community must be developed throtigh
the exposiire of individmls and groups to ever widening interests, to
new associations, and through opportunities to wwk together on common
projects.!
lIcKinley Neighborhood Organization
Coneomitsint with begixming a Business and Property Owner's Association
as a basic group of special Interest members, McKinley Community House pro¬
posed to organize the tenants of the community in early 1953. During the
latter part of that same yecur the Rhodes Avenue Block Club was also organized.
Both of these organizations grew out of direct requests made to McKinley
Ho\»e staff In the general relationships with the outside ocmmunity.
The McKinley Neighborhood Organization resulted from an esqpressed
interest by a property owner for tenant welfare, and in some vuaique features
contained in problems facing them. After initial contacts, the first meet¬
ing was held at McKinley Community Ho\ise, Pebr\Miry 28, 1953. Several major
problems were identified as affecting this group and a continuing committee
was appointed to implement the desire to organize. This committee which
later became the Executive Committee successfully guided the organization
^Ibid., p. 237.
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through a series of soolal aotion programs with foous on problems with which
indlyiduals, families, or at most a small group finds itself faoed. Tet
these problems with OTer<-all inTolvements take themselves out of the realm
of individual solution. Some of these identified weret inadequate police
protection, lack of good health praotioes, and, erhninal offenses of maz^
kinds.
Purpose.—Following organization, the list of problems expanded to in¬
clude poor garbage collection, civil defense, and agitation for a supervised
tot lot, and with some discussion given to housing. The purpose of this or¬
ganization was stated} "For working together as citizens and neighbors for
improvement, protection and general welfare of the community, to cooperate
wherever possible with existing organizations working together tovrard the
same goals in a non-partisan way.
Membership .—Though membership grew steadily, a decline in attendance
was reported to this writer by those members surveyed. This possibly had
its roots in the fact that the staff person responsible for professional
help recently was moved into a position on a national social work level.^
planning and action.—In April, 1953, the group studied a highly-
oontroversial Illinois State Bill introduced by a Senator Larson, and called
the Larson Bill, which would require referendua vote by the residents within
a certain proximity of proposed p\i>lio housing sites before construction
could be approved. Aotion against this bill took the form of letters ad¬
dressed to the Governor of Illinois by this grov^ and other interested oom-
mxmity persons whom they contacted. The bill prevailed through both houses
Minutes of the McKinley Keighborhood Organization (Ada S. McKinley
Community House, Chicago, Illinois, April 9, 1953).
2
Statement by Mrs. Alberta Booker, Member, McKinley Neighborhood Or¬
ganization, Chicago, Illinois, personal Interview, February 6, 1954.
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but waa vetoed by the Governor.
The organization aolioited through a special ooinntittee police protec¬
tion for teen age girla who were being moleated while going to and frcm
school. This request was honored by the local police who concentrated on
the suspect areas, with results that the problaoa soon disappeared.
McKinley Neighborhood Organization also accepted the invitation to help
with the survey of Project Nwaber 6 wea early in 1953, This cooperation
was considered successful as a collaborative effort and to broaden com¬
munity acquaintance as well as having education value. The Organization ad¬
vised some of its members who were concerned with factory noises near their
homes to send in letters of protest against such a neighborhood nuisance.
In the general area of leadership training as a psurt of the program of
organization, extensive use was made of eommlttees, such as steering,
planning, and small action groiqps. Officer installation programs and the
like served to enlarge the groups' eonceptions of the more formalized pro¬
gram. In the area of social action, the organization studied menacing
legislation, local neighborhood problems and devised methods of eliminating,
or rendering them less severe. In October, 1955, the organization con¬
cretely applied one of the principles within its purpose by volunteering
services in a planned tuberculosis X-ray sianrey in the area. The organiza¬
tion had the services of another worker secured in Februsiry, 1954, and with
this impetus was again focusing on present problems within the community.
The Rhodes Avenue Block Club
The Rhodes Avenue Block Club was the only organization decentralized
and not using the McKinley Community House for headquarters. This ol\d> was
located in an area contiguous to a Chicago Public Hoxuting authority exten¬
sion and the new Lake Meadows ’’high rise apartment redevelopment." The or-
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ganizatlon grew out of an expressed desire for the Agency to help in some
organized fight against the increasing threat to neighborhood pride in
negleoted property and the general filth of the area allowed to accumulate
by resigned and apathetic heme owners* After a conference in Kovember, 1953,
with McKinley House staff and a small group to tentatirely determine some
stsuidards and long range objectives, this group met and attempted to identify
igme of the problems facing it. At first, gexieral aims suggested program
around better living standards in homes, and in the neighborhood; better
tenant-landlord relationdiips, and dwelling rehabilitation.
Membership .--Though this club had a short history ten persons of the
fifty persons interviewed by the writer had attended club meetiz^s, and
nine belonged to the club.
Private redevelopment .—Ho formalized organization was attempted at the
outset, until other block neighbors could be brou^t into meetings, and
specifics in terms of purposes became more crystallized. This group de¬
cided to first ascertain the life expectancy of the neighborhood in terms
of redevelopment plans. In consequence, a staff person from the parks dis¬
trict spoke to the grot;^ on Hovember 24, 1953, relative to plans for city
parks. The group was told that plans would not involve this area for
another five years. The speaker encouraged the residents to repedr in the
light of nonexistent plans on at least a five-year expectancy basis, mean¬
while retaining all repair receipts, bills, etc.
The Block Club planning committee in the light of this infomation de¬
cided to check with the housing coordinator's office to determine if any
other city agency held tentative plans for the area, t^on discovering
none, the committee began a study of Senate Bill Number 627 upon request of
the body for this interpretation. The pertinent contents of Bill 627 were
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diTided ixtbo twenty-six major points for discussion, and olarifioation
through outside resources if neoessaury. These points were spread over two
meetings. One outside source used was the South East Chicago Commission,
a community organization ihrther south in a predominantly white neighborhood
doing a pilot attempt at incorporated redevelopment also under Bill 627.
The planning committee made use of oonferenoes to gain useful information
in this study. In the meantime a voluntary drive for memberiihip by individ¬
ual contact was undertaken. Although a large rei^onse was had in January
at which time officers were elected, no new membership needed for this kind
of study and implmnentation of provisions of Bill 627 revealed itself. A
shift of emphasis was seen as neoessary, which meant beginning an initial
project on the level of the people as a pre-existing step to a major develop¬
ment.
Heighborhood needs.—Attention was refocused on the flooded streets
following heavy rains and melting snows which created backwater partly due
to choked gutter drains and lasting for days. The geoxtp also decided that
the streets and alleys were appropriate places to begin a neighborhood
cleanup program.
The Block Club sent letters to the Ward Street Cleaning Department,
and the Department of Sewers downtown. The street cleaning department at
the time could not undeirtake its responsibility because of soil being trans¬
ported from a project extension under construction. This earth wasted in
the streets, froze and became immovable. The department promised action im¬
mediately following the spring thaw. The sewer d^artmenis sehb investigators
and repairmen into the area, and corrected the problem of the choked gutters.^
^Letter from Mr. T. Garry (Superintendent of Sewers, City Hall,
Chicago, Illinois, February, 1954).
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The Rhodes Avenue Blook Club met irith a delegation from the Vernon
Avenue Block Club in February 1954, and Jointly pledged to begin to clean
the alleys and cooperatively maintain then after the Uaroh meeting, irhich
would be consolidated for the purpose of plaming with the total membership
in both clubs. Agreement was also reached to enter into a joint spring
grass-planting o^paign in which the goal would be "every exposed area of
land in the blook sprouting grass seed."
Participation.—For the purpose of clarification, it would seem that
certain groups referred to as the housing oomnittee, the pleinnlng group, et
cetera, appear as having their thinking arbitrarily imposed upon the or¬
ganisations irrespective of other trends. Such was not the oase. generally,
these small groups fozmulated tenbatlve program which was subjected to in¬
tensive critical analysis in assemblies. Often total elimination or changes
which ocmpletely reversed origixsyal concepts occurred. It might also seem
that relatively few people were involved in committee work on the study and
planning level. In the interviews conducted by the writer, it was dis¬
covered that thirty-five persons of fifty interviewed had served on com¬
mittees in these four organizations. Thirteen persons had been responsible
for making studies in the area of housing} thirteen persons had been re¬
sponsible for planning; four persons had undertaken responsibilities for
fomulation of purposes. Figxxres indicating overlapping responsibilities
revealed that nineteen persons had worked on the problems of redevelopment,
and twenty-four had assumed responsibilities with less severe problens.
Seven persons had helped to survey the three-block test redevelopment




This study was \mdertaken to detenaine whether the efforts of McKinley
CoBsnunlty House to organise a disintegrating oammunity, faced with a rede-
yelopment program to eradicate blight, were adequately meeting the needs
within the area.
Organisation efforts had not reached the entire Doii^las Area but were
expanding concentrically around the McKinley Community House location.
From the findings, the following conclusions were drawnt
1. The Douglas Area is a section on the south side of Chicago which
has largely been occupied by Negroes. For many years slmn conditions have
been developing in the area. Consequently, agencies and institutions have
tindertaken redevelopment programs.
2. Private institutions tmdertaking redevelopment programs were} The
Illinois Institute of Technology, Michael Heese Hospital, and the DeLasalle
Higih School. Public institutions and agencies were} The city Board of
Education, the Chicago Housing Authority, and the Chicago Land Cleeuranoe
Commission which was in a joint slum clearance and redevelopment program
with the New York Life Insurance Company as the private redeveloper.
3. The Douglas Area had a high density with a consistent in-flow of
migrants not pemitted to expand normally in a oity with inadequate housing
facilities, and resistant to residence occupation by some non-white groups
in other areas of the city.
4. The Community had a classification of extreme blight and some
housing repoxi:ed to be the worse found anywhere in the oity of Chicago. As
a result of this, vital statistics on certain diseases, and deaths attribvrt-
able to certain causes were hi^er than anywhere else in the oity. Juvenile
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delinquenoy, attributed many to be due to the impact of elum areas, -was
found to be abnormally high* Reflecting irhat is felt to be anothw con¬
tributory factor to blight is the lom education and income levels of the
ooDonunity inhabitanks. The median school years irere 8*2 in 1950, and for
the same year median family income was reported to be 4l»730 per year*
Median rent was fomid to be |S5*98 per. month, and indicated the average
family paid over one-fourth of annual median income for rent alone.
S* Dislocated persons as a result of slum clearance suffered many
hardships because of lack of adequate housing for rent; paid exhorbitant
prices subsequent to decontrolled rent, and because many persons seeking to
re-buy were too old to stand as sound mortgage risks.
6* Efforts of the MoEixiley Community House to activate a community
organization program have been progressive. An increasing nunber of people
have seen the organizations as the most effective instrments for the pro¬
motion of the common Welfare*
7* The four organizatioDS developed aM sponsored by McKinley Com¬
munity House to meet oommtmity needs were;
a. The Business and Property Owner's Association which established
a six-point purpose mainly concerned with the community welfare of both
owner and user of the resource as a generalized aim* In this respect some
attention was given to theproblans of localized potential redevelopment in¬
volving parts of the organization's membership. Out of this earae action
program in the forms of petitions to the Chicago Land Clearance Commission
for establishnent of a joint advisory committee to handle problems incident
to redevelopment; and subsequently a proposal for redevelopment on open
land and that land within a given area in which it was evident present owner¬
ship was not interested in keeping buildings on a standard basis*
b* The Community Council, composed of non-restricted membership.
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was designed to be the superstructure of the entire area for organized two*
way oommunioation and interpretation with city-wide agencies, as well as a
coordinating and planning body for local organizations committed to civic
improvements. The Couhdil planned and executed, through a number of or¬
ganized mass meetings, assemblies, and ocHmmlttees, a series of interpreta¬
tion programs through OTxtside resources concerning plans for the community.
The Council was able to give concentrated study to the many housing hazards
in the community and throiigh educative media tell hoir these could be less¬
ened. In its over-all attack on the community’s number one problen—housing,
the Council developed lay opinion around the possibilities of rehabilitation
through incorporation on a two-block basis under provisions of Illinois
State Bill Humber 627. In effectuating these beginning plans, the Council
was able to structure the organization spparatus needed to give detailed
study to these possibilities within a pilot area selected by the Council
and surveyed for potentialities.
0. A tenant’s organization—the McKinley neighborhood
Organization—was given help McKinley Community House in order to meet
certain needs which were felt to be peculiar to this group. Action took
the fom of leader^ip training. Menacing legislation along with local
neighborhood problans such as narcotics and the like were studied and
methods devised by which these were eliminated, or rendered less severe.
Cooperation with other groups was a major principle written into the pta—
poses of this organization.
d. A decentralized organization—The Rhodes Avenue Block Club—
was activated and given continued help for the pisrpose of rebuilding pride
in a degenerated area felt to be hopelessly lost by resigned home-owners.
Aotion by this group resulted in better street conditions and a determined
oommittmenb to joint aotion with another neighborhood club for a cleaner.
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more beaixbiful area.
The community organization noted by the writer included several methods
which are generally conceded as essential in effective community organiza¬
tion practice. Among the methods used weret
(1) Securing of facts about the community.
(2) Developing adequate public relations as a sound basis for con¬
tinued interpretation of community organization functions.
(3) Developing teamwork in the ocminunity by coordinating individuals
and agencies into a council approach to individual and group
problems.
(4) Maintaining inter-agency negotiations to facilitate two-way inter¬
pretations and provide adequate sources of infomation.
(5) Decentralizing of facilities in the community organization pro¬
grams in <n*der to serve the areas remote to agency facilities.
Finally, this study made the writer feel tlmt progress has been made in
helping the residents remaining in the area to regain new hope; and. parti¬
cipate more actively in attacks upon problems leading to degenerative com¬
munity trends. The united assault upon these problems, clearly defined
the groups, under the inspiring leadership of this agenoy dedicated to the
fulfillment of its policies to help in every way. lead the writer to believe







Infomation regardiiig Community Organization efforts by Ada S. McKinley
Ccnimunity House, 100 East 34th Street, Chicago 16, Illinois.
iktehviewer date1,NIMBER OF PARENTS CHILDREN OTHERS
2. LENGTH OP RESIDENCE AT THIS ADDRESS COT
3. NIMBER OF ROdlS OWNER TENANT
4. EAI/E YOU TRIS) TO FIND EITHER PUBLIC OR PRIVATE HOUSING IN OTHER
SECTIONS OF THE CITY? RESULTS
5. TYPE OF TORK? SKILLED UNSKILLED
PROFESSIONAL6.AVERAGE FAMILY IHCCME PER ISEEK MONTH YEAR
AMOUNT OF RENT PAID BT YOUR FAMILY PER TOK MONTH7.HERE YOU APPROACHED ABOUT PROBIMS IN THE DOUGUS AREA CCMMUNITY BY
ANYONE FROM MCKINIEY HOUSE, OR A REPRESENTATIVE FROM ANY OP THE FOLLOW¬
ING ORGANIZATIONS? (1) DOUGLAS CCMMUNITY COUNCIL (2) BUSINESS
AND PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION (3) RHODES AVENUE BLOCK
ORGANIZATION ^(4) MCKINLEY NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION .8.TEHAT CCMMUNITY PROBLEMS HERE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU WHEN APPROACHED, CR
AFTER REDEVELOPMENT HAD BEGUN? POLICE PROTECTION EVICTION
RELOCATION RE-BUYING GETTING A FAIR PRICE FOR PROPFETY
OTHER9.DID YOU PEEL ANYTHING COULD BE DONE ABOUT YOUR PROBLFM(S) AT THE T3ME?
YES NO10.DID YOU FEEL THAT THE REDEVELOPING AGENCIES (THE CHICAGO LAND CLEARANCE
CCMMISSION) (REDEVELOPERS) HERE DOING AN ADEQUATE JOB OP MEETING THOSE
NEEDS OP THE PEOPLE RESULTING FRCM REDEVELOPMENT? YES NO
11. DID YOU FEEL THAT MCKINLET HOTBE OR ANY OTHER SOCIAL AGENCY SHOULD BE-
CCME ACTIVE IN HELPING HOT THE PROBLFMS IN THE CCMMUNITY? YES NO
12. HAVE YOU ATTENDED MEETINGS OP (1) DOUGLAS CCMMUNITY COUNCIL?
(2) BUSINESS A PROPHITY OKHERS ASSOCIATION? (3) RHODES AVENUE
BLOCK ORGANIZATION? (4) MCKINLEY NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION?




14. DO YOU BELOHG TO AHY OTHER maEBORHOOD IMPROVMENT CRGANIZATIOH?
NAME DID MCKIMLEY HOUSE WH
CRGANIZiB Y6uR GRODP?
15. DO YOU HOLD OPFHJB IN (1) DOOGLAS COMMUNITY COUHCILt (2) BUSINESS
& PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION? (3) RHODES AVENUE BLOCK CLUB?
(4) MCKINLEY NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION?
16. HAVE YOU SERVED ON COMMITTEES IN THESE ORGANIZATIONS?
17. WHAT WERE TEE RESPONSIBILITIES OP YOUR CCMlflTTEE? , HOUSING
SANITATION FINANCE MEMBERSHIP PLANNING PURPOSE"
PROGRAM NCMINATING PROBLEM ANAIYSIS CTHtiR18.WHAT SPECIFIC PROBLBIS DID YOU STUDY IN CCMMITTEE? TENANT LANDLORD
RELATIONS EDTCATION HAZARDS & REGULATIONS ■ CONSERVATION
REDEVELOPMENT OTHER19.TBEAT SPECIFIC ACTIONS DID YOUR CCMMITTEE CE ORGANIZATION TAKE? FACT
FINDING ASSEMBLING-ANALYZING INFORMATION DISTRIBUTING INFORMA¬
TION MEDIA POEMING DELEGATIONS OTHER
20. ARE YOU ATTENDING MEETINGS OP THESE ORGANIZATIONS NOW?
NAME(S)
IF SO IS THE ATTENDANCE LARGER CR SMALlilR THAN AT THE BEGINNING FOR
EACH?
21. DO YOU PEEL THAT THESE ORGANIZATIONS HAVE HELPED YOU OR THE COMMUNITY
IN ANY WAY AND IP SO HOm
22. HAVE YOU SEEN LITERATTEE DISTRIBUTED BY THE DOUGLAS COMMUNITY COUNCIL?
IF SO HAS IT HELPED YOU? HOK?23.WERE YOU A MIMBER OP A SURVEY TEAM TO STUDY REHABILITATION PROSPECTS,
ON A MINIMTII TWO BLOCK BASIS, OF A SECTION OF THE DOUGLAS COMMUNITY?24.IP NOT WERE YOU INTERVIEWED BY A MMBER OF SUCH A TEAM?
26. DID YOU SIGN OR HELP CIRCUUTE A PETITION FOR ESTAaiSHIHG A JOINT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMPOSED OP RESIDENTS CIF PEOJECT 6A, CHICAGO LAND
CIEARANCE COMMISSION AND PRIVATE REDEVELOPERS FOR HANDLING EXPECTED
FROBIEMS IN THE COMING REDEVELOIMENT
26. DO YOU FEEL THAT COOPERATIVE EFFORTS ON THE PART OF CITIZENS IN THE
COMMUNITY SUCH AS THESE WOULD HELP SOLVE SOME OF THE HIOBLEMS?
GIVE A LONGER FUTURE TO THE CCMMUNITY? ■
27. WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO BECOME A PART OP SUCH A GROUP?
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TABLE 1
lEHGTH OF RESIDEHCE AND CWfHERSHIP-TENANT STATUS OP FIFTY
MEMBERS OF AGENCY-SPONSORED ORGANIZATIONS IN
DOUGLAS COMMUNITY, CHICAGO, JANUARY-! 1954
Length of Residence Total Tenant Owner
Total 50 17 33
One year less than five 5 5 -
Fite years less than ten 15 2 13
Ten years and over 30 10 20
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS AMONG FIFTY RESIDENTS OF DOUGLAS COMMUNITY,
CHICAGO, ACCORDING TO TYPE AND NIMBER AFFECTING EACH PERSON
SDBSE(^UBHT TO RBDEVELOIMEHT BEGUN IN 1948
Problems Total
Number of Problems Reported
by Bach person
(1) (2) (8) (4) (5)
Total 131 12 18 39 52 10
Relocation 34' 1 5 13 13 2
Eviction 31 - 6 11 13 2
Lack of police protection 23 - 2 9 10 2
Locating saleable property elsewhere 21 mm 2 4 13 2
Seo\ari3ag fair prices for property 9 - 2 2 3 2
Others* 13 11 2 - - -
*Ot;her problems expressed irere} Juvenile delinquency, tenant-land|.ord re¬
lationships, lack of health and sanitary standards in the ooimaxmity.
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TABLE 3
MEMBERSHIP OF FIFTY RESIDENTS OF DOUSLAS AREA IN ORGANIZATIONS





Total Reported by Each Person
Memberships (1) (2) (3)
All . 71 30 38 3
Douglas Community Council 20 10 10 -
Business and Property Owners'
Association 30 6 24 -
McKinley Neighborhood Organization 8 8 -
Rhodes Block Club 13 6 4 3
TABLE 4
MEMBERSHIP OP FIFTY RESIDENTS IN AGENCY-SPONSORED
AND NON-AGENCY-SPONSORED ORGANIZATIONS IN
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